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Glucose and brain

• The brain is dependent on glucose as its principal fuel

• Interruption of glucose supply by systemic hypoglycemia leads to 

dysfunction of neurons and glia

• Hypoglycemia can produce virtually all neurologic symptoms and signs

– Acute: focal neurologic deficits, seizure, confusion, stupor, coma, death

– Chronic and repetitive: cognitive impairment

• Hypoglycemia can mimic various neurological disorders

– Stroke, epilepsy, encephalitis, encephalopathy

– Psychiatric diseases, dementia



Hierarchy of responses to hypoglycemia

Wright RJ, Diabetes Metab Res Rev 2008;24:353–63



Selective vulnerability

• Selective vulnerability of brain damage to severe hypoglycemia

Bree AJ, Am J Physiol Endocrinol Metab 2009;297: 194–201



Brain damage to hypoglycemia

• Diabetes increases brain damage caused by severe hypoglycemia

Bree AJ, Am J Physiol Endocrinol Metab 2009;297: 194–201



Impact of recurrent hypoglycemia on brain ischemia

• Recurrent hypoglycemia increases oxygen glucose deprivation-induced 

hippocampal cell damage

Dave KR, Neurosci Letters 2011;496:23-29



EEG in hypoglycemic encephalopathy

• Role of EEG (electroencephalogram) in hypoglycemia

– Determination of the presence of brain damage

– Assessment of degree of hypoglycemic brain damage

– Prognostication following hypoglycemic brain damage

Auer RN, Foren Sci Int 2004;146:105-110



EEG in hypoglycemic encephalopathy

• Normal EEG



EEG in hypoglycemic encephalopathy

• A case of mild hypoglycemia presenting with mild confusion and 

disorientation (45 mg/dl)



EEG in hypoglycemic encephalopathy

• A case of profound hypoglycemia (26 mg/dl) presenting with lethargy and 

stupor



EEG in hypoglycemic encephalopathy

• A case of prolonged and profound hypoglycemia (19 mg/dl) presenting 

with deep coma



EEG in hypoglycemic encephalopathy

• A case of profound hypoglycemia (27 mg/dl) presenting with drowsiness 

and unresponsiveness



Impact of recurrent hypoglycemia on EEG

• RH patients vs. controls

Hyllienmark L, Diabetologia 2005;48:412-419



Impact of recurrent hypoglycemia on EEG

• Correlation of number of severe hypoglycemic episodes on EEG power 

spectral parameters

Hyllienmark L, Diabetologia 2005;48:412-419



Diffusion-weighted imaging in hypoglycemia

• Role of diffusion-weighted MR image (DWI) in the setting of 

hypoglycemic encephalopathy

– Detection of brain regions of selective vulnerability to hypoglycemia

– Detection of regions of early and subtle hypoglycemic brain damage

– Heralding overall prognosis in hypoglycemic encephalopathy, 

especially hypoglycemic coma

– Areas of restricted diffusion does not necessarily indicate irreversible 

brain injury

– Prompt recognition and early intervention potentially reverse brain 

injury



Diffusion-weighted imaging in hypoglycemia

• A 63-year-old diabetic man on insulin therapy

– Presenting with acute mental alteration (glucose, 16 mg/dl)

– Permanent profound memory impairment and behavioral changes

Initial DWI 1-year follow up DWI



Diffusion-weighted imaging in hypoglycemia

• DWI in patients presenting with hypoglycemic coma

Kim JH, Neurology 2007;68:1074



Diffusion-weighted imaging in hypoglycemia

• DWI in hypoglycemic hemiparesis mimicking acute ischemic stroke

Kim JH, Cerebrovasc Dis 2006;22:282-3

Initial DWI

DWI 2D later



Diffusion-weighted imaging in hypoglycemia

• DWI in hypoglycemic patients presenting with acute disorientation and 

psychosis

Kim JH, Neuroradiol 2007;49:217-222

78 yo woman (38 mg/dl) 42 yo man (28 mg/dl)



A case

• A 50-year-old woman presenting with recurrent episodes of brief amnesia, 

unresponsiveness, abnormal behavior (automatism), brief confusion



A case

• A diagnosis of left temporal lobe epilepsy due to amygdala-hippocampal 

swelling (inflammation, limbic encephalitis)

• No response to antiepileptic medications



A case

• Blood glucose of 21 mg/dl during the attack

• HbA1C 4.9

• She remained symptom-free after resection of pancreatic insulinoma



Functional imaging in hypoglycemia

• Hypoglycemia reduces BOLD signal in auditory and visual cortices

Driesen NR, J Neurosci Res 2007;85:575-82



Functional imaging in hypoglycemia

• Brain activation during working memory is altered in patients with type 1 

diabetes during hypoglycemia

Bolo NR, Diabetes 2011;60:3256-64



Hypoglycemia and cognition

• Induced hypoglycemia (36-54 mg/dl) impairs various cognitive functions 

(reaction time, arithmetical ability, verbal fluency, verbal and visual 

memory, attention/vigilance, coordination, planning)

• Increased latency and decreased amplitude of P300 during moderate 

hypoglycemia indicate slower information processing

Holmes CS, Diabetes Care 1983; 6: 180–185

Blackman JD, Diabetes 1992;41:392-99

Lindgren M, Diabet Med 1995;13: 218–25



Hypoglycemia and cognition

• Hypoglycemic symptoms and cognitive dysfunctions are immediate, but 

recovery is delayed even with restoration of euglycemia

Evans ML, Diabetes Care 2000;23:893–897



Hypoglycemia and cognition

• Different sensitivity of cognitive process to hypoglycemia

• Threshold for deterioration of complex cognitive tasks (working memory, 

stroop, verbal and visual memory) is generally lower than simple tasks 

(finger tapping, reaction time)

Deary IJ, JNNP 2004;74:647-50



Brain adaptation to hypoglycemia

• Reversibility of unawareness of hypoglycemia in patients with insulinoma

Mitrakou A, NEJM 1993;329:834-9



Brain adaptation to hypoglycemia

• Different adaptation to hypoglycemia in non-diabetic, conventionally 

treated diabetics, and intensively treated diabetics

• Intensively treated IDDM experience hypoglycemic symptoms at a lower 

glucose level than conventionally treated patients

Boulware SD, J Clin Endocrinol Metab 1997;82:1713–8



Long-term effects of hypoglycemia on cognition

• Selective vulnerability to hypoglycemia in frontal cortex and hippocampus

• RH episodes may cause subclinical brain damage, leading to cognitive 

impairment over time

• A significant correlation between the apparent decline in IQ and the 

frequency of major hypoglycemic attacks (r = -0.30; P < 0.01)

Langan SJ, Diabetologia 1991;34:337-44

Lincoln NB, Diabetes Care 1996;19:656-8



Long-term effects of hypoglycemia on cognition

• A prospective study data from DCCT: lack of effects of RH on cognition

Austin EJ, Diabetes Care 1999;22:1273-77



Long-term effects of hypoglycemia on cognition

• No evidence of substantial declines in cognition in 1144 T1DM patients 

who were followed for 18 yrs

DCCT/EDIC, NEJM 2007;356:1842-52

1. Problem solving

2. Learning

3. Immediate memory

4. Delayed recall

5. Spatial information

6. Attention

7. Psychomotor and mental efficiency

8. Motor speed



Conclusions

• Hypoglycemia leads to brain damage and neurological symptoms, 

depending on the level of blood glucose

• Important role of EEG and DWI in diagnosis and prognostication of 

hypoglycemic encephalopathy

• Brain adaptation to hypoglycemia

• Cognitive consequence of acute hypoglycemia

• Long-term deleterious effect of recurrent hypoglycemia on cognitive 

functions ?


